Hi everybody. Today I will be reviewing the latest product from Apple the iPad 2. Now… the moment you’ve all been waiting for… This is what it looks like. It can do just pretty much anything the original iPad 1 could do. But as you can see it's got a lot bigger screen. It's 27 inches, and it has a lot of new features I will be going through in this review.

So let's have a look. The start button is here. The big advantage is that it starts up real fast. Here we go. As you can see the interface is very much the same, and the touch screen works as well as always. Let's look at some of the new features. If you go into photos, a new really good feature is that it can automatically edit your pictures, and it's voice commanded. So it's like… if I have this picture and I say “mustache, glasses, pipe, top hat, Afro-American”. So you see it automatically changes the photos. So that's pretty cool.

Let's go back and look at the new iTunes. The interface is pretty much the same as the old one, but it has a really cool function where it automatically downloads good music and deletes bad music. And if you happen to have Justin Bieber, it will actually self-destruct. But another really cool thing with the iPad 2 is that it can take CDs too, so it makes it a lot easier to burn your music. Let's play. The built-in loudspeakers are actually very good. Let's pump up the volume. So the speakers are so good and there's a function where you can set the pace as well.

Another cool function is the built-in HD cam (camera). Not only does it take magnificent photos, but it also films in 1,080 p (a thousand eighty p). Photo! In addition it can auto-edit your movies. It puts on filters, music, sound effects and does everything for you so it looks awesome. So right now Anders is filming me. This is just a toy gun, and I'm wearing regular clothes. So let's see how it works. Yep. This is also voice commanded. Play. You can choose between a lot of different presets like horror or comedy or romantic. Pause. Initiate outside action movie. And play.

You can also use it with Skype, which makes it very practical as a phone. Hello. Oh hi Anders, it's you. The weather's looking good. And the mp3 player you can use it while jogging.

Another cool function is that it comes with a lot of built-in apps. Let me show you some of my favorites. The iDrawingboard. The iFoodtray. Is anyone hungry? The iShotgun. The iFruitcuttingtable. iGPS—very practical when driving. The iRemote. OK. I'll just use my remote. The iMilk. The iMotivator. Train harder. Train harder. Study harder. Study harder. Press harder. Press harder. The iFire. So we've seen here what the iPad 2 has to offer. I'll give it five out of five apples. Remember visit apple.com for more information about the iPad2.
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